
 

Year 8 Maths Learning Journey 

Summer term 4 

Reasoning with data: The data handling cycle 

Core knowledge   

Set up a statistical enquiry 
“What is a hypothesis? Why do you need a hypothesis?” 

WORKSHEET 

Design and criticise questionnaires 
“Why could having multiple choice answers/ranges make a questionnaire easier 
to answer?” 

WORKSHEET 

Draw and interpret pictograms, bar charts and vertical line charts 
“Why is it important to include e.g. a key, labels on the axes etc.?” 

WORKSHEET 

Draw and interpret multiple bar charts 
“When might it be useful to create a multiple bar chart?” 

WORKSHEET 

Draw and interpret pie charts 
“What type of data would you represent in a pie chart?” 

WORKSHEET 

Draw and interpret line graphs 
“Does the line graph have to start at 0? How can you show that your axis has 
not started from 0?” 

WORKSHEET 

Choose the most appropriate diagram for given set of data 
“In which situation is a pie chart/bar chart/line graph the most useful? Why?” 

WORKSHEET 

Represent and interpret grouped quantitative data 
“Why do we leave a space between the bars on a bar chart, but we don’t on a 
frequency diagram?” 

WORKSHEET 

Find and interpret the range 
“How can you work out the range? What does the range tell you about a set of 
data? Is it an average?” 

WORKSHEET 

Compare distributions using charts 
“What is the same and what is different about the charts?” 

WORKSHEET 

Identify misleading graphs 
“What information should you check on a graph to ensure the data is not 
misleading?” 

WORKSHEET 

 

 

 

Learning Checkpoints 

LC Title Completed Dirt 

The data handling cycle   

 

https://vimeo.com/552331230
https://tudorgrangeacademiestrust-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/mphelan_samworth_tgacademy_org_uk/EedcG8SUS6pFmP_sVdJIte0B2vfIyq_jR0a6x2c6cCpnng?e=rjZ8SD
https://vimeo.com/552331674
https://tudorgrangeacademiestrust-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/mphelan_samworth_tgacademy_org_uk/EdHwcjir9-NJhhpiU5Vh4EkBZUp6pBArxfJvo3XvgsxiZg?e=ubmydA
https://vimeo.com/552332123
https://tudorgrangeacademiestrust-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/mphelan_samworth_tgacademy_org_uk/ETQO-ZX1AVZIl-tQYFypuDIB20Z1zAWQurdP8-PNVhW58w?e=hP9leb
https://vimeo.com/552332562
https://tudorgrangeacademiestrust-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/mphelan_samworth_tgacademy_org_uk/EdVchjdPg3pMtvfnt4-J66MBq8jGEYcbrj2mDPf-9fbvCg?e=bwMqg7
https://vimeo.com/552333174
https://tudorgrangeacademiestrust-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/mphelan_samworth_tgacademy_org_uk/EaBviMmeVbxLo5rGp5ERXpABTtSORc-h3N-UbSy3fN5xLA?e=WFoWnO
https://vimeo.com/553266076
https://tudorgrangeacademiestrust-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/mphelan_samworth_tgacademy_org_uk/EeSOKMTpji5AvJQTeHevq7gBjCLmGba5hezAYBheJqOQ9w?e=FdCfAc
https://vimeo.com/556191226
https://tudorgrangeacademiestrust-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/mphelan_samworth_tgacademy_org_uk/EWaIWK-5mutLk2M0Suj3CO4BV37j-fnmr4Q8zNSTe37F6g?e=LtEG1H
https://vimeo.com/556202159
https://tudorgrangeacademiestrust-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/mphelan_samworth_tgacademy_org_uk/EQHOsJ1lJklMtyaSUk7vdsUBWJrv93O6sbk8GZjB4nPE_A?e=Upweje
https://vimeo.com/556196031
https://tudorgrangeacademiestrust-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/mphelan_samworth_tgacademy_org_uk/ERD9sWsMbWNNmywolFRJZikBhVSy9fT7q34ZtmIC_J0Eyg?e=U9AbgB
https://vimeo.com/556196147
https://tudorgrangeacademiestrust-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/mphelan_samworth_tgacademy_org_uk/EXeqafiz_iRCoFwFLVhAPm8BeS4nRe8gDeUjM7tSuQ59ZQ?e=Tc3O77
https://vimeo.com/556198321
https://tudorgrangeacademiestrust-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/mphelan_samworth_tgacademy_org_uk/EXsy0AZImKhKkF5I7d0m5tsBoenC8VPOKbZv6u3dzrnasw?e=pEx4Ry


Key Vocabulary:  
Average: calculated "central" value of a set of numbers 

Bar chart: a diagram in which the numerical values of variables are represented by the height or 

length of lines or rectangles of equal width 

Compare: process or method in which one can determine whether a number is smaller, greater, or 

equal to another number according to their values. 

Continuous: Data arising from measurements taken on a continuous variable 

Difference: In mathematics (as distinct from its everyday meaning), difference means the numerical 

difference between two numbers or sets of objects and is found by comparing the quantity of one 

set of objects with another. 

Discrete: Data resulting from situations involving discrete variables 

Distribution: the way in which something is shared out among a group or spread over an area. 

Fraction: the result of dividing one integer by a second integer 

Frequency: The number of times an event occurs; or the number of individuals 

Full turn: 360 degrees around a point. 

Grouped data: the data (or information) given in the form of class intervals. 

Hypothesis: a testable statement about the relationship between two or more variables or a 

proposed explanation for some observed phenomenon. 

Intervals: includes all the numbers that come between two particular numbers.  

Key: Keys are the meaning of the symbols used in a graph or map. 

Mislead: a graph that misrepresents data. 

Pictogram: Types of charts and graphs that use icons and images to represent data. 

Pie chart: a graphical representation technique that displays data in a circular-shaped graph. 

Proportion: if two variables x and y are related by an equation of the form y = kx, then y is directly 

proportional to x; it may also be said that y varies directly as x. When y is plotted against x this 

produces a straight line graph through the origin. 

Range: The difference between the greatest value and the least value in a set of numerical data. 

Sample: the practice of analyzing a subset of all data in order to uncover the meaningful information 

in the larger data set. 

Scale: A measuring device usually consisting of points on a line with equal intervals. 

Scatter graph: A graph of plotted points that show the relationship between two sets of data. 

Tally: A way of keeping count by drawing marks. Every fifth mark is drawn across the previous 4 

marks, so you can easily see groups of 5. 

 

 


